
Days of the Week 
 
The week is 10 days long in Phaernum. In Lingual, it is called a decadi. In the Realm, after the 
Fall of the First Empire, the days were renamed after the old pantheon of gods, purposefully 
excluding the three gods of Tenebris: Noc, Arsa, and Venifer. 
 
They represent a repeating progression from new beginning to final end, from Life to Light to 
Beauty to Nature to Water to Storm to Forge to War to Fire to Death. 
 
Many superstitions among the Comhom (common men) stem from the days of the week. 
 

1. Halsday 
“Happy Halsday” is a common saying among the Comhom. It is considered a lucky day 
because you’ve made it to a new week with breath in your lungs. Halsdays on the first of 
the month are called Holy Halsdays. 

2. Luciday  
This is the Lucite day of observance, the Ludiem. Lucite masses are held on this day. 
Some Comhom believe that a sunny Luciday is good luck, while a cloudy Luciday is a 
bad omen. 

3. Otsday 
Babies born on Otsday are expected grow to be beautiful, healthy adults. Otsday the 13th, 
however, is seen as bad luck, and a baby born on that day is viewed with suspicion by 
some common folk. 

4. Virsday 
Heroic woodsmen and elven rangers from folktales are often born on Virsday, which 
some Comhom believe gives one an affinity with Nature. 

5. Maresday  
Traditionally a Comhom washing day. 

6. Vinsday 
Vinsday rain is considered good luck. 

7. Fulsday 
Craftsmen often think that Fulsday is lucky. Some will try to charge you more by saying 
that an item was crafted or completed on a Fulsday, and some people are completely 
willing to pay the extra coin. 

8. Zosday 
In Fermeus, gladiatorial combat is a weekly occurrence. It occurs on Zosday, the miners’ 
one day off. 

9. Pyrsday 
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This is the Pyrian day of observance, the Incaendiem, Pyrian services are held on this 
day. In rural communities, it is traditionally a communal feast day. 

10. Obisday 
Superstitious types think this day is unlucky. When possible, funerals and burials are 
often held on this day. It is considered a boon for the soul of the departed and for their 
remaining loved ones. 
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